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Profile
Merchant Law Group LLP has locations across Canada and an office in New York City, New York.
We have a presence in most Canadian provinces, including Alberta, British Columbia, Manitoba,
Ontario, Quebec, and Saskatchewan.
As we continue to thoughtfully grow in size, Merchant Law is able to garner more resources, attract
the best lawyers to our team, and handle cases of all complexities. Today, we are a Canadian law
firm with the capability and capacity to handle matters with regional, national, and global impact.
Despite the expanse of our geographic reach, our legal team is dedicated to providing local and
personalized legal counsel. We believe that your legal representation and results vastly improve with
a lawyer that intimately knows the local and provincial laws applicable to your matter or legal issue. It
is why each lawyer at Merchant Law is committed to a specific area of practice and certain area of
Canada or New York.
Merchant Law provides a wide range of legal services in our 21 offices, and each office is staffed with
knowledgeable lawyers and legal support staff. By working collaboratively, the team at Merchant Law
is able to offer clients the very best legal representation in the following locations and areas of the
law.

Challenges
We had a small budget for website development but off-the-shelf solutions were not suitable for us as
our business structure is unique and our customers have a certain flow when they are looking for
information. They need to quickly find what is required and make sure that they contact the correct
lawyer first time. The competition is high and if the clients need more time to find the appropriate
service, they will abandon our services.
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Solution
Building a custom designed WordPress website with integration of third party tools and implement
company workflow into the website logic to gain customers.
Almost every aspect of the on-page content of the website can be managed via the WordPress CMS
with no programming knowledge. This includes featured information, the calls-to-action, custom form
creation, profiles, services, everything.
Customization didn’t stop there. The website’s appearance is a fully custom web design. We helped
the client identify and prioritize information by starting with a wireframe, which also helped flush out
functionality needs early on. Once that planning was complete we added branding and design to
make it appealing and cohesive. To spice things up even more, we had to complete the project on a
very tight timeline.

